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Our Peristaltic Pump

• Research Tool
• No COTS (commercial off-the-

shelf) Equivalent
• $150 instead of >> $1k
• Made in think[box]

• Better, faster, and cheaper. 
(That almost never happens!)



Creating a Biohacking Team and a 
Biohacking Space
• Our team was from CASE Western Reserve University, KENT 

STATE University, and Industry
• Credit due to Think[box], the Sears Lab, and KSU

• Parts of a good Biohacking Space: Mechanical, electronic, and 
bio lab spaces

• Note: Biosafety LEVEL 1 isn’t much tougher than running a 
normal engineering shop

See McCullough, et al., ISAM 2016



BioreactorS: Magic Box Version  

Well, it doesn’t violate the laws of physics.



Another Magic Box:

We’ve heard this story before. 



Desktop 3D printing

• RepRap Project - University of Bath (2005)
• Fab@Home - Cornell University (2006)

• Open source hardware development initiatives, launched by 
universities

• University serves as keeper of data, arbiter of standards, leader 
of worldwide research team



Technology 
Readiness 
Level

• Makerspaces come in between 
TRL 1 and 4 - a tough place for 
tech development and a great 
place for publications. 

• Raising the TRL of each part of a 
system is necessary to raise the 
TRL for the entire system.



Academic Makerspaces in Technology 
Development
• Continuity of purpose
• Faculty Expertise & resources
• Interdisciplinary expertise
• Curricular/research integration
• Community Engagement
• Academic publication

…Serves the technology, the makerspace, the citizen scientist, and 
the school. 



A Few More Examples…
Project Universities Years Active Pushed Forward:
ARPANET Many 1969-1990 The Internet
RepRap/Fab@Home U. Bath, Cornell 2005/6-2012/6 3D Printing
Robot Operating 
System

Stanford 2007-Present Robotics PRogramming

Cubesat Initiative Cal. Poly, Stanford 1999-Present Space Research
ARduino IDII 2005-Present Microcontrollers

…Not a complete list, of course. 



Picking A Good Magic Box to build
• A good magic box Doesn’t exist yet.
• A good magic box could exist, and you think it will in the future.
• IF the magic box does exist, it’s very, very expensive, not quite what you want, 

or doesn’t work very well. Perhaps all three.
• A bunch of hackers want the magic box to exist.
• The magic box is A tool for doing something else. This may be why a bunch of 

hackers want it to exist.
• If people got really good at building the magic box, you could have one in your 

house.
• The magic box is made of many smaller magic boxes.
• You sort of know how to build the magic box, but not very well - yet. 


